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0. Introduction. In this paper we consider those two state continuous time

parameter stochastic processes which have the property that any future and past

events are independent given the present, the time elapsed since the last jump

and the holding time distribution at the last jump. This is similar to the two state

stochastic processes discussed by H. P. McKean, Jr. [6] and D. P. Johnson [4]

for which any future and past events are independent given the present and the

distribution of the present. The first half of this paper develops the general theory.

The second half contains, in the form of our main theorem, a concrete application.

To be more precise, let A be the set of integers {+1, — 1}, D the set of all right

continuous functions w mapping the nonnegative real numbers A+ into E, Tk(oS)

the time of the kth jump of w, rm =limfc_a, rk, and ms(oj) the number of jumps of

w in the interval [0, s]. If

xt(oS) = cu(r),       t < Tx(o))

=   +00, t   ^   Tooito),

Jf* is the <T-field generated by xs, s^t, JfK is the cr-field consisting of all A e Jf* for

which An(rk<t)e J^*, t e A+, Jf is the smallest a-field containing Jfk, k=0,1,

2,..., and if A is a probability measure on Jf; then the collection X= (Q, xt, Jf, P)

will be called a characteristic process.

The main result of this paper is the following theorem :

Theorem 0.1. The following two classes of characteristic processes are identical.

1. The class n^x of characteristic processes X=(Q, xt, r¡, A), where the measure

P is defined in the following manner. Let Xi = (Q, xt, r¡, P() be a Markov chain with

holding time distribution exp (— it) from both +1 and — 1. Let ae, ee E be mappings

of R+ into itself which are bounded, nonnegative, monotone increasing and for which

J™ dae(f)= 1, and let 8 be the mapping of Q, onto itself defined by

8(o))(t) =     o)(0)   */2Ä:n ̂  mt(o>) < (2k+l)nfor some k ^ 0,

= — oi(0)   otherwise.

Define for each BeJf

P(B n (*0 = e)) = J*" P\8-\B)) oa.(0.
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II. The class $xl of all characteristic processes for which P(rm = oo \ ¿Vm_x) = 0,

P(rm+x>rm + t | •Arm_x, rm = s) has derivatives almost everywhere of all orders in

s,teR+, and

(1)    P.(r.+ 1 * rm + S | JTm, rm + 2) = ^, ^„-»^^-r ^    «•

/or eacA «z ̂  0 a«i/ a// j e [0, rm+2 — rm].

(See [2] for a proof, using different methods that XS1 is identical to the class of

all processes for which P(ms=mr+l \ mt=mr + l) = (s—r)(t—r)~1 whenever

r<s<t.)

In proving this theorem we will proceed as follows: in §1 we prove some general

theorems on characteristic processes; in §2 we associate families of operators

with classes of characteristic processes and study the relationship between these

operators and the characteristic processes they represent; and finally, in §§3, 4, and

5 we prove the main theorem.

1. Characteristic processes. A function h=h(o>;m,t) mapping OxZ+xF+,

Z+ being the set of all nonnegative integers, into [0, 1] will be called a holding

functional if there exists a characteristic process X= (Í2, x(, ¿V, P) for which

h(<o; m, t) = P(rm+X > rm + t\ JQ,   a.e.

The following theorem is basic.

Theorem 1.1. Let X=(Q., xt, A^, P) be a characteristic process and let h be its

holding functional. If<p is a Arm+n measurable function andifa>e(ux,..., uk) is a sample

function cd with cu(0) = e and t¡(cu) = w(, z ̂  k, then

E^,Ium+n< «i I ̂ m) = (- l)n       J • • • J      <l>[o>x0(jl, ■■■,Tm,ux,..., «„)]

ImSuiS ...Su„

n-l

• h(w ; m, dux - rm) J ~[ h[wXo(rx,..., rn, «!,..., uk) ;
fc = l

m+k; duk+x — uk],   a.e.

where IA is the indicator function of the set A.

Proof. We first note that if ^i is Jfm measurable, then ip is a function of x0, rx,...

rm only ; see [3, p. 87] for a proof of this. Thus the theorem holds for « = 1. Suppose,

the theorem holds for «. If t/i is ^Fm+n+i measurable, then using the fact that

WtW+l<.] I ̂ "m) = ¿PW/fe,,*!«*] I ̂ m+n) I JTm\   a.e.,

the reader can easily complete the proof by induction on «.

Corollary 1.2. If X=(£ï, xt, ./F, F) is a characteristic process, then the distri-

bution of X is uniquely determined by its holding functional and P(x0=e).

From Tulcea's Theorem [5], we have

Corollary 1.3. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a function «=«(«>; m, t)

mapping £1 xZ+ x R+ -*■ [0, 1] be a holding functional are
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(i) h(<u; m, t) is a J^m measurable function of w for each m, t.

(ii) For almost all w and for each meZ+, /¡(co; m, 0) = 1 and «(co; m, t) is a

decreasing right continuous function of t.

2. Linear families of operators. Let X= (Q, xt, Jf, P) be a characteristic process

with associated holding functional «. Suppose that !F is the set of all right con-

tinuous functions mapping A+ into A+, and that for each s e R% = A+\{0}, Vs is

an operator mapping a subset ^(V) of J5" into &(V) such that «(to; i, -)e3F(y),

VJi(œ;i, -)(0)#0, and

(2) «(co; i, t) = <KfI.l4.1A(a,; /-l, .)>(r),   a.e.

where </> (t) =f(t)lf(0). The set of all characteristic processes which satisfy

(2) will be denoted by V(V). ®(V) will be the set of all functions fe3?(V) for

which there exists a characteristic process X=(fi, xt, Jf, P) e ^(V) and an tô e Q,

with A [x0 = x0(w)] > 0, such that /(/)=«(<£>; 0, t). By Corollary 1.2, there corre-

sponds to each function fe 3>{V) and e e E a unique characteristic process

X= (Ù, xt, Jf, P) contained in^(V) for whichP(x0=e)=l and «(co; 0, t) =f(t), a.e.

The process X and the corresponding measure A will be denoted by the symbols

Ac/and Aef respectively. We therefore have

Theorem 2.1. Let V=VS, seR% be a family of operators mapping a subset

^(V) of SF into ¿F(V). Then to each function f e 2¡(V) ande e E, there corresponds

a unique characteristic process Bef=(fl,xt,Jf, Aefi) contained in %(¥) for which

P(Xo = e) = l andf(t) = h(w; 0, f), a.e. Conversely, if X=(ü, xt, Jf, P) e <ë(V) and

ifP(Xo = é)=\, then X= BJwheref(t)=P(rx>t).

We will consider the operators Ae, eeE of the last theorem as mappings of

3>(V) into ca (Q., Jf), the linear space of all measures on the measurable space

(Í2, Jf). A family of operators V= Vs, s e R% mapping a subset ¡F(V) of J*" into

&(V) will be called linear if:

(i) 3P(V) is a linear subspace of & and 2(V) is convex,

(ii) Vs is a linear operator for each seR%,

(iii) The corresponding operators Ae, e e E are affine.

A family of operators Vs, s e R* will be called singular if for some s e R%, <Fs/>

= <Fsg>forall/,gG0(n

Theorem 2.2. Let V= Vs, s e R% be a nonsingular family of linear operators

mapping a linear subspace &(V) of'& n C°°, C°° being the set of all infinitely differen-

tiable functions on A+, into ^(V). Suppose that 3>(V) is convex and that for each

fe SF(y) and t e R+, Vsf(t) is continuous in s. Then a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that the operators Ae, e e E be affine, is that there exist a function a() such

that for all fie 2(V), DJ(s)=a(s)Vsf(0).

Proof. To prove the necessity, assume that the operators Ae are affine. If

f, ge 2>(V), a e [0, 1] and e e E, and if hf, hg and «a/+(1_a)9 are the holding functions
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associated with Bef Beg and Be(of+ (1 - a)g) respectively, then by Theorem 1.1

and our assumptions of the continuity of Vsf(t) in s and /, we must have

lDshaf+a-a)g(<ae;0, s)][Dthaf+a.a)g(oje(s); 1, /)]

= a[DJif("e; 0, s)][Dthf(u>e(s); 1, /)] + (l -a)[OsA9K; 0, s)][Dthg(we(s)-A, /)]

or, in terms of the operator Vs,

[aDJ(s) + (l-a)Dsg(s)][aDtVJ(t) + (l-a)DtVsg(t)]l<xVsf(0) + (l-a)Vsg(0)

= a[DJ(s)]DtVsf(t)IVJ(0) + (l -cc)[Dsg(s)]DtVsg(t)IVsg(0).

This last equation can be rewritten as

(-a2 + a)[Vsf(0)DtVsg(t)- Vsg(0)DtVJ(t)][Vsg(0)Dsf(s)- Vsf(0)Dsg(s)] = 0.

Thus for each pair of functions/ geSi(V) and s e R%, either

lDsf(s)VVsf(0) = [Dsg(s)]IVsg(0)

or

AVJ(t)lFs/(0) = AVsg(t)l Vsg(0),   all / e F+.

This implies that for each s e R*., either

[DJ(s)V VJ(0) = [Dsg(s)V Vsg(0),   all fige 2(V)
or

AFs/(/)/F5/(0) = DtVsg(t)¡Vsg(0),   all/ g e 9(V)   and   teR+.

But the family of operators V is nonsingular and so the first equality must hold.

Letting a(s) equal [Dsf(s)]¡ Vsf(0), the necessity is proven. To prove sufficiency,

we need only show that the functional

m-l

TCO = WUlf(ux)] Y~[ [A^AM«i» • • -, "*); K uk+x-ukl]
k = l

satisfies

r(«/+(l-a)g) = aF(f) + (l-a)F(g),   fige2(V) and « e [0, 1].

The reader can easily verify that this is the case.

If Fs, seR*_ is a nonsingular linear family of operators with ^"(F^C™ and

Vsf(t) continuous in s, then since we are interested in the value of <Fs/> and not

VJ, we can and will assume that DJ(s)= VJ(0), all/e 3F(V).

Theorem 2.3. Let V— Vs, se R% be a nonsingular family of linear operators

mapping a linear subspace ¿F(V) of !F C\C* into ¿F(V). Suppose that DJ(s)

= Vsf(0)for allfeSF(V) and that for eachfeF(V) and teR+, VJ(t) is con-

tinuous in s. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that fe 3>(V) is thatf(0)=l

and

(3) (-l)nVSn---VSlf(t)^0

for all choices ofn, sx,..., sn, t.
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Proof, life Si(V), then, as the reader can easily check,

h[w(sx, sx+s2, ...,*!+••■ +sn); n, ■] = <FS„ • • • VSlf)

and hence:

(i) VSn- ■ ■ VHf is either positive and monotone decreasing or negative and

monotone increasing.

(ii) DsVSn ■ ■ ■ VsJ(s)= VsVSn ■ ■ ■ VsJ(0).

Clearly Dsf(s)^0 and hence Vsf(G) = Dsf(s)^0 which implies by (i) above that

Vsf(t) ^ 0. Thus (3) is proved for « = 1. Suppose (3) holds for n. Then (i) implies

that (- l)nVH ■ • • KSl/is monotone decreasing and hence (- l)nDsVSn ■ ■ ■ VSlfi^0.

Thus by (ii), (-l)n + 1VsVSn ■ ■ ■ VsJ(0)^0. Using (i) once again we see that

(-l)n+1VsVSn- ■ ■ VSlf(t)^0 which proves the necessity of (3). To prove suffi-

ciency, suppose that/is in the domain of Fand satisfies (3). Then (- l)nDsVSn ■ ■ ■

VSlf(s)^0 and thus the functions <KSn • • • VSlfi} are nonnegative and decreasing.

It follows from Corollary 1.3 that the functionals

h(oJ;m,t) = <Vtm-Zm_1---VZlfi}(t)

are holding functionals and thus/e <3(V).

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that V= Vs, seR% is a nonsingular linear family of

operators whose domain ^(V) is contained in Cm. If X=(Q, xt, Jf, P) e^(V),

/(■)=«(co; 0, •), a.e., and ifi/i is a Jfm+n measurable function, then

/•0O /»CO /»GO

£(M% +n< °°J I ̂ rn) = (~ 0" dux   \       du2-\ dunt/>[wXo(Tx,. . ., Tm, Ux, ■ ■ ■, Un)]
Jim Jui •'Kn-l

• Vun-Un-, ■ ■ ■ Vu^m(y^m-i ■ ■ ■ Vtfm     ™-

Proof. Let « be the holding functional of X. Then

n-l

[DUlh(u>; m, ux-rm)] ~[~[ [DUk+1h[wXo(rx,..., rm, ux,..., uk); m + k, uk+x-uk]]
k = l

= [7)Ul<FIm_tm.1---FI1/>(«1-rm)]

n-l

•  1  1 [Aik + 1(^-11^ + 1 ' " '  'Ui-uiYui-lm " " - I^i/)(Mfc+l — uk)]
k = l

= ^1-.»<^-xB-1---ni/>(0)

n-l

1  1     uk +1 -uk^    "t-uk-1 ' ' '     "2-"i'"i-',m rjiJ/W
fc = l

_   ^■"1-tmr-tm-in-i ' ' " rxxJyJ) T   r *uic +1 - t»/c ' ' ' ^u2-u! 'ux-im        *ti/(0)

' 'm-'m-l 'Il/(M) k = l   ' tl)c-Ut-1 "U2-U1' Ux-tm 'Ti/lV)

^un-un-i • • • ^ua-ui^ui-im ' ' ' y*iJiy)

n.-,..,--^/(O)
= KUn-„„.1 ■ • • V^SV^-^ ■ ■ ■ Vnf)(0),   a.e.

Now apply Theorem 1.1.
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In the following corollary, integrals of functions with values in C°° are to be

thought of as integrals of functions with values in the Banach space C(R+) of

continuous functions mapping R+ into F (see [1]).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that V= V3, se R*_ is a nonsingular linear family of

operators whose domain &(V) is contained in C°°. Let ¿>(V) be the set of all extremal

points of 2(V) and define the extremal processes of^(V) to be the processes Bef

fe S(V). If there exists a a-field zZfor which every function fe 3¡(V) is the barycenter

of some probability measure v on ($(V), S), and if for each probability measure v on

(S(V),zZ)andsx,...,sneR%,

¡V  • VS1 f     gv(dg) = f      (FSn • • • VSlg)v(dg),   seR*,
J£(V) JSCV)

then every characteristic process À==(£2, xt, Jf, P) e ^(V) is a mixture of extremal

processes. That is, if X=(Q, xt, ¿V, P) e 'tf(F), then there exist measures ve, e e E on

(S(V), zZ) and a measure p. on E, such that for all heJf,

F(A) = f p(de) f     Aef(K)ve(df).
JE JSiyi

Proof. The corollary follows readily from the observation that if the operators

FSn • • • VH, sx,...,sneR% commute with the integral, then so do the operators

Ae, eeE.

Proof of Theorem 0.1. Theorem 0.1 will be proved by showing that n^i = n<^n

=<<g(nV) where nV=nVs, s e R% is the nonsingular linear family of operators whose

domain ¡F(V) consists of the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on F+

and for which

nVJ(t) = (-sy-i2(-t)kDk[(-s-ty-"Dtf(s+t)}lkl
fc = 0

For the duration of the paper, « will be fixed and we will write „F as V, $x as <&I

and „#„ as Vu. In §3 we calculate 3>(V). In §4 we show that <€(V)=<€x and finally,

in §5 we show that V(V)=%n.

3. Calculation of ®(V).

Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition thatfe 3¡(V) is that

(4) m = j"f¿t)«(dx),

where a(X) is a nonnegative, bounded and nondecreasing function with J" a(dX) = 1

and

fÁt) = e-"2 W/kl
k = 0
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Proof. According to Theorem 2.3, a necessary and sufficient condition that

fe 3>(V) is that/e Jr(F) = Cco(F+),/(0) = 1 and

(-l)"VSp--VSif(t)^0

for all choices of/», sx,..., s„ and /. But for each/e CX'(R+)

DtVSp ■ ■ ■ VsJ(t) = (-ip)"-1 • • • (-^"-'[(»-l)!]-''-1

• tyn[(t+sx+ ■ ■ ■ +spy-nDtf(t+sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sp)]

for all / e F+, sx,..., sp e R% and p ^ 1. This is clearly true for p = 1 since

Dtvsf(t) = (-sy -\-ty- */)?[(- s-ty-nDtf(s+/)]/(« -i)¡.

Assuming equation (5) to hold for p, we have

DtVSp+l---VSlf(t)

= (-s,+ xy-iDt 2 ^ Dk[(-t-sp+xy-»DtVSp ■ ■ ■ VsJ(t+sp+x)]
k = 0     K-

"»¿r       ( —/)"
= (-iP+1)n-1---(-^i)n-1A2)A:![(„_1)!F

• Dn(-t-sP+1y-n(t+sp+1y-íDr[(t+sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sp+xy-»

■Dtf(t+sx+---+sp+x)]]

= (-ip^)"-1 • ■■(-sxy-iDt2 kl[(n_l)ir

■Drpn[(t+sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sp+xy-»Dtf(t + sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sp+x)]

..-iv1(-0*-1(-i)n-1
-(-sv+1y-l---(-sxy-i2

k^(k-iy.[(n-iy.y

■ Drpni(t+si+■ ■ ■ +sP+xy-nDtf(t+sx+■ ■ ■ +ip+1)]

+(-íp+1)n-i---(-í1)n-i2
k-0 £![(«-1)!]*

• A + 1+p"[(í+íi+ • • • +sP+xy-nDtf(t+sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sp+x)]

= (-sP+xy-i---(-sxy-itn-1

• Df+»"[(/+Jl+.. • +Jp+1)i-"7»t/(i+Jl+... + Sp+x)]¡[(n -iy.r+\

and so equation (5) holds for all peZ+.

From the proof of Theorem 2.3 we see that if/e 3>(V), then for each p eZ+,

teR+, sx,. ..,speR% we have

(-1W* •••Moso
and

r(-i)"A*v--Fsl/(/)¿/<co.
Jo
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Thus letting

Fs(t) = -(n-l)\(s+ty-nDJ(s + t),       seR*,    teR+,

we see from equation (5) that if fie ^(V), then As is nonnegative and has the

properties :

(6) (-AW) = 0,       reA+,   peZ+

and

(7) j" f -K-D(ynFs(0 de < oo,       peZ+.

We wish to conclude that As is a completely monotone function for each s e R%.

Let peZ+ be fixed. Then from inequality (6) we see that there exists a Te R*

such that for each O^kgn, (-Dtyn+kFs(t) has the same sign for all t^T. But it

follows from inequality (7) that (-Dt)pnFs(t)^0 as r->oo. Thus for t^T,

(-A)i,n+1As(0 = 0. But

0 è tn(-Dt)pnFs(t) =jtoD(n-Di)pnFs(t)dÇ

= « f f-K-D^Ffâ d(+ f n~DtynDtFs(è) de
Jo Jo

and so

f f(-A)pn+1^(¿) a? g n f É""^-Z>tr *".(£) «*£
Jo Jo

Thus

and hence (-A)pn+1As(r)-*0 as r-^oo. This, in turn, implies that for all t^T,

(-Ar+2As(i) ^ 0.

Proceeding in this manner we can conclude that (— A)î"l+fcAs(r) = 0 for 0¿k^n,

t^T, s e A*. But (-Dtyn+nFs(t)^0for all reA+ and so (-A)pn+n_1As(r)^0for

all t e R+. Proceeding back in this manner we finally have (—A)Ptt+kA,(f)^0 for

all t e A+, j e R*., 0 á k ^ «. Since/? is arbitrary, we conclude that As is a completely

monotone function. In particular, A0(r) is a completely monotone function for

t e R*.. It follows from Bernstein's Theorem [7], that there exists a positive,

bounded and nondecreasing function ß for which

_(„-l)Jri-»A/(0 = f e-»ß(d\),       t > 0,
Jo +
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and so,

^>-i-c¿üí£[£''-í*"ta*l«A)

Í» oo

= 1- [l-Á(t)]a(dX), a(dX) = X~"ß(dX).
Jo +

Since 0^/(/)^ 1 and 0^ 1 -fh(t)£l, it follows that for each e>0 and / e F+,

[ll-Á(t)]*(dX)í I.

Thus
/•OO /»ÖO

«(¿A) g lim        [l-fi(t)]*(dX)ï 1.
Je t-»«°   Je

We may therefore choose a(0) in such a way that J™ a(</A) = 1 giving us

At) =   mxdx).
Jo

To prove sufficiency we need only note that iff has the form (4), then

Dj(t) = (-ty-Yn\t)i(n-iy.

where

g(t) = j\~"a(dX)

is a completely monotone function. The reader can easily check that <Fs/> is

again of the form (4) so that/e 3>(V).

4. Proof that #( V)=(€1. We can prove now that #( V) = <€x. A simple calculation

verifies that  •

FA(«/( = ms + k | ^Fs) = e-A(t-s)[A(/-j)f//c!,       k ^ 0.

Thus if

ßA(F) = F^S-1^)),

and if hA(w ; m, t) is the holding functional for the characteristic process Xa =

(O, xt, JV, ßA), then

Aa("»; m, t) = ßA(rm+1 > Tm + /1 ^Fm)

= ns-i(rm+1>rm+/)|s-i(^;)]

n-1

=   2-1        (Tnm + fc+l  >  Tnm + i' =   7i™+lt | "" nm)
k = 0

= e^nf(Xt)klk\=Ut).
ic = 0
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As one can easily check,

K(w;m,t) = <y%m.%m_1hK{m*m-l> 0X0

and so XÁ e &(¥). It therefore follows from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.5 that

^I=^(F).

5. Proof that c€(V)=(élx. Suppose that  Xe^n is a characteristic process

associated with the holding functional «. Define

J(w;m,s,t) = [DJh(a>;m, s-Tm)]Dth[ojX0(TX,..., rm,s);m+l, t-s].

Then we have, using Theorem 1.1,

p<      < x, I AT ,      \\:-_\ + SJ(co;m-l,U,rm+x)du
P(rm á rm.x+S | JTm_x, rm+x) -    jj.«^.,,.,^^^

(8)

f,::;(vi-ö,-H'.+x-o-l«i a'e'

Differentiating both sides of this last equality with respect to s and letting

fî      J(oj;m—l,u,t) du

A(co;«í-l,O = Jl_i(Tm_i_0n_1(í_fín.1^

we have

/(coíw-L^.j+í, rm+1) = (-j)n-1(-rm+i-Tm-i-5)n_1A(co;«i-l,Tm+1), a.e.,

which becomes upon integrating,

-[Dah(üj;m-l,s)]h[ojxfjx,..., rm_x, rm.x+s);m, rm+x-Tm_x-s]

(9) r
(.-sy-Ki—rm-i-sy-^fam-l.Ode,   a.e.

Jlm+l

We can now calculate A(co ; m - 1, r¡). If rm+x=r¡ = i-m _ x + s in equation (9), then

-A,*(»;m-l,i?-rll,-1) = (T„-1-i?)-1 r«-^"-^«;»!-!.«*,   a.e.
Jv

Multiplying both sides of this equation by (rm-x—rf)1~n and differentiating « times

with respect to r¡ gives

-Dnv[(Tm_x-r,y-nD,h(co;m-l,v-Tm_x)] = (-l)"(«-l)!A(co; m-l, r¡),   a.e.

or

A(co;m-l,1?) = (-l)"-1A^[(Tm-i-r))1-"A/'(^;w-l,7?-rm_1)]/(«-l)!,   a.e.

Substituting this last expression for A into equation (9) now gives us

"[">*0(Ti> • • •> Tm-i. Tm-i+i); m, Tm+x-Tm_x-s]

(n-l)\(-sy-nDsh(œ;m-l, s)
-»   a.e.
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If we let Tm=i+Tm_j and t = Tm+x-rm, this last equation becomes

A[<"*0(ti, ..., Tm_1; rm); m, t]

_  $;tn-ipm+rm-Tm-iy-nDM<»;m-i,t+Tm-Tm_1)]di

(n-iy.(rm_x-Tmy-nDlmh(w;m-l,Tm-Tm_x)

= (Vlm-lm_Ji(a>;m-l, ■)■)(!),   a.e.,

which implies that Xe^(V).

On the other hand, suppose that Xe<ë(V). If A is the holding functional for X,

then

A<FIm_tm.1A(a»;«z-l, .)>(*)

tn-1Dn(rm-rt-Tm_xy-nDth(u);m-l,rm + t-Tm_x)]    &q

(n-iy.(Tm_x-Tmy-nD%mh(co;m-l,Tm-Tm_x)

Thus

J(oj; m, u, Tm+2) = (rm-u)n-i(Tn+2-uy-1H,   a.e.,

where 77 does not depend on u. Substituting this expression for 7 into equation (8)

gives us

P<     <    , i at      ï   ?z+s (rm-uy-\Tm+2-uy-i du
P(rm+X * rm + S | JTm rm+2) = £.. ^.#-^.#-1 *>    "■

This completes the proof.
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